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1. Introduction 

1.1. Overview of the thesis 

The increasing adoption of the Semantic Web vision has led to the emergence of a distributed 

knowledge base in the form of interconnected ontologies. In the context of cultural heritage in 

particular, digital museums that use Semantic Web standards and technologies, hereafter called 

Semantic Web museums, have been proposed. Current Semantic Web museums, however, support 

mostly static exhibitions, meaning exhibitions based on static narrative structures. By contrast, this 

thesis proposes a new kind of Semantic Web museum that also supports dynamic exhibitions, meaning 

exhibitions based on narrative structures that change dynamically during to the user’s interaction.  

Apart from Semantic Web technologies, the proposals of this thesis are based on ideas from narrative 

theories and interactive storytelling systems. More specifically, the thesis proposes a theoretical 

framework for building Semantic Web museums, which provides facilities of increasing complexity, 

including presentation schemata, transitions between presentation schemata, and narrative functions. 

An experimental prototype of the proposed framework was also implemented during the thesis, and it 

was used to demonstrate how the framework supports the creation of Semantic Web museums with 

different types of end-user interaction.    

1.2. Structure of the thesis 

Chapter 2 presents background concepts from traditional and digital museums. A number of desired 

characteristics for Semantic Web museum are also identified. Finally, an overview of the framework of 

this thesis is given.  

Chapter 3 presents some background concepts from narrative theory and interactive storytelling 

systems, also discussing their roles in museum exhibitions. 

Chapter 4 discusses the knowledge representation structures used by the framework of this thesis, also 

explaining their purpose during the authoring of a new exhibition and when visitors interact with an 

exhibition. 

Chapter 5 explains how the knowledge representation structures of the previous chapter can be 

combined, resulting in different kinds of exhibitions. It also explains how the exhibition manager, the 



heart of the proposed framework, uses the knowledge representation structures, and how it interacts 

with visitors.  

Chapter 6 discusses the experimental prototype, which implements the framework of this thesis, and 

the trials that were conducted using the prototype.  



2. The Semantic Web and Digital Museums 

2.1. The Semantic Web 

The invention of the World Wide Web by Tim Berners-Lee in 1990 revolutionized the use of the 

Internet. From a network of networks for experts and researchers, the Internet became a global web of 

data, published by anybody and consumed by anybody. The rapid growth of the World Wide Web 

made the use of search engines mandatory. The vast majority of the Web’s information, however, is in 

the form of natural language texts, and the ambiguity of natural language often leads to inaccurate 

search results. More generally, it is often difficult for computer applications to search, combine, and 

exploit resources that are present on the Web (e.g., documents, data, services), because the semantics of 

the resources are not defined in a common machine-readable manner. This difficulty led Tim Berners-

Lee to envision the Semantic web [Berners-Lee 2001], initiating an effort to develop standards and 

technologies that will allow computers to reason more easily about the semantics of the Web’s 

resources, enabling them and ultimately their users to share, locate, and integrate resources more easily. 

The technologies used by the Semantic Web are inherited, at least to some extent, from the knowledge 

representation field of Artificial Intelligence. The main tool is the ontology. The term “ontology” first 

appeared in philosophy, and it means “what there is”.
1
 In computer science, however, an ontology is a 

formal conceptualization of a specific knowledge domain, typically using hierarchies of classes and 

class instances, relations between classes and/or class instances, and axioms about the classes, class 

instances and relations. Over the last years, a large number of shared Semantic Web ontologies have 

emerged, most of them written in OWL, a formal language for specifying ontologies [Antoniou and 

van Harmelen 2004]. However, despite the fact that these shared ontologies are machine-friendly, they 

are user-unfriendly, i.e., it is very difficult for end-users to understand them and navigate through them 

in an intuitive way. Hence, there is a need for systems that will allow end-users to interact more easily 

with Semantic Web ontologies. In the context of cultural heritage in particular, there is a need for 

systems that will allow end-users to interact more easily with Semantic Web ontologies that represent 

cultural heritage knowledge, for example ontologies used by museums and other memory institutions.  

                                                           
1  Consult http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-ontology.  



2.2. Traditional museums 

In order to realize the requirements and the potential characteristics of a Semantic Web museum, it is 

necessary to study the functions of traditional museums. Every museum stores a collection of items, 

most of which are often kept away from the public. A museum exhibition displays a selected subset of 

the museum’s collection of items. The selection of this subset is based on a theme, and its grouping and 

ordering are based on a narrative structure that narrates that theme [Pearce 1993].  

One of the most significant human roles in a museum is the role of the curator. A curator collects the 

items of the museum’s collection, and also studies and researches them. When creating an exhibition, 

the curator selects the exhibition’s item subset, along with the exhibition’s theme and the narrative 

structure that will be used to narrate the theme to the visitors [Pearce 1993]. 

2.3. Digital museums 

Over the last years, many digital museums have appeared on the World Wide Web. Some of these 

contain simple text and image descriptions of exhibits, while others offer interactive guides and take 

advantage of underlying semantic annotations. Digital museums differ along two dimensions: data 

structure (how the museum’s information is stored and authored) and data presentation (how a user 

interacts with the museum’s information). 

2.3.1. Digital museum user roles 

Before studying some existing digital museums, let us define two additional roles.  

Author: This role roughly corresponds to the curator of traditional museums. The author designs the 

exhibition, including the selection of exhibits, possibly the representation of information about the 

exhibits, and how this information will be presented to visitors. Some working knowledge of Web page 

authoring and/or Semantic Web technologies may also be necessary, depending on the data structure 

and presentation. It is, of course, possible for a museum curator and an information technology expert 

to design a digital museum together, but in this thesis they will be treated as a single author. 

Visitor: An end-user visiting the digital museum. Different visitors may have different expectations or 

information needs, which should ideally be considered. 

2.3.2. MoMA web site 

Many museums maintain digital equivalents of their physical exhibitions, usually on the World Wide 

Web. The MoMA web site is a good example of a manually created digital interactive museum 

organized around the exhibitions and the collection of a traditional museum.
 2

 The visitor can navigate 

through a digital realization of many of the museum’s exhibitions, with the digital realization 

                                                           
2  See http://www.moma.org/  



consisting of manually created web pages containing artwork images, text descriptions of the 

exhibitions, along with commentary from the curators. 

 

Image 1: An example from MOMA’s exhibition “Ecstatic Alphabets/Heaps of Language”. 

The main advantage of this approach is that the curators have complete control over the final exhibition 

and its narration. However, every page of the exhibition must be manually created. If a vast collection 

of exhibition items were to be used, then a vast amount of work by the author of the digital museum 

would be required. 

2.3.3. MuseumFinland 

MuseumFinland [Hyvönen et al 2005] is a web portal that presents exhibits from various Finnish 

museums by exploiting Semantic Web ontologies.
3
 The collections of the various museums are 

published under a common ontology. The entire semantic information (meta-data) can be accessed 

through the portal, where it is presented through a faceted browsing interface. 

                                                           
3 See http://www.museosuomi.fi.  



 

Image 2: A MuseumFinland screenshot translated from Finnish using Chrome. 

This approach requires little authoring effort. However, the final result resembles an information 

retrieval system, with no narration over the exhibits. Hence, this approach is more appropriate for 

domain experts seeking information about specific exhibits than for end-users. 

2.3.4. Europeana’s exhibitions 

Europeana is a European project aiming to collect and aggregate meta-data about cultural heritage 

entities from institutions across Europe.
4
 To demonstrate the possible uses of the meta-data, Europeana 

has published a number of exhibitions on the World Wide Web.
5
 Each exhibition is based on a 

narrative about a theme, both created by a curator. The narrative is constructed around entities from the 

Europeana collection. 

The presentation component of Europeana’s exhibitions guides the visitor through a rigidly structured 

narrative. Visitors cannot stray from the predefined narrative of the exhibition, for example to request 

additional information about entities they are interested in. It should also be noted that for collections 

as vast as Europeana’s, manually creating exhibitions that span the entirety of the collection would 

require huge effort. 

                                                           
4  Consult http://europeana.com.  
5  See http://exhibitions.europeana.eu.  



 

Image 3: A screenshot from Europeana’s exhibition “From Dada to Surrealism”. 

2.3.5. CultureSampo 

CultureSampo [Hyvönen et al 2009] continues the MuseumFinland project.
6
 One of the problems it is 

trying to address is the lack of narrative coherence over MuseumFinland’s exhibits. To address this 

issue, CultureSampo uses an ontology designed to represent narratives. As an example, the classic 

Finnish epic “Kalevala” was semantically annotated using CultureSampo’s ontology [Junnila et al 

2006]. Using the semantically annotated “Kalevala”, the visitor can read through the text and browse 

exhibits (collection items) related to specific parts of the narrative. 

                                                           
6  See http://www.kulttuurisampo.fi.  



 

Image 4: A screenshot from CultureSampo translated from Finnish using Chrome. 

The main difference with Europeana’s approach is that the narrative’s references to collection items are 

dynamic; they are dynamically selected using the semantic annotations of the narrative. However the 

narrative, which is the backbone of the exhibition, is completely linear, manually predefined, and the 

same for every visitor. 

2.4. Characteristics of Semantic Web museums  

Through the study of traditional museums and Semantic Web technologies, a number of characteristics 

of possible Semantic Web museums can be recognized. This subsection will analyze these 

characteristics.  

2.4.1. Item collections  

An important observation about traditional museums is that each museum’s collection is always a finite 

set of items stored somewhere inside the museum. However, the use of Semantic Web technologies can 

give rise to alternative approaches, three of which are identified below. 

2.4.1.1. Custom collections  

The first approach is similar to how the collections of traditional museums are created. The author 

creates the item collection of the Semantic Web museum, often also creating a new ontology to 

organize the items and their meta-data. The main advantage of this approach is that the author has 



complete control over the museum’s collection and ontology. The main disadvantage is that the effort 

needed to create the item collection and the ontology makes the creation of a large scale project very 

hard. 

2.4.1.2. Reusing published collections  

The second approach takes advantage of the fact that vast amounts of Semantic Web data are currently 

published on the Web in the form of ontologies. Two such examples are DBpedia [Bizer et al 2009a] 

and Freebase [Bollacker et al 2008]. In this second approach, the author sets as the Semantic Web 

museum’s collection the items (entities) of one or more ontologies of the Semantic Web. The main 

advantages of this approach are that the author does not have to create a new collection, and that the 

collection of the Semantic Web museum may change dynamically as the underlying ontology (or 

ontologies) changes. The main disadvantage is that the author does not have complete control over the 

collection; for example, some items of the ontology may have undesired or incorrect property values. 

2.4.1.3. Hybrid collections  

Finally, the third approach tries to combine the previous two approaches. More specifically, the author 

can use both custom made ontologies and already published ontologies, possibly also overwriting 

particular facts of the published ontologies. The hybrid approach inherits the advantages and 

disadvantages of the previews two approaches, but the author can control the extent to which the two 

approaches will be used and, hence, also control the extent to which advantages and disadvantages 

from the two approaches will be inherited. 

2.4.2. Exhibitions 

In traditional museums, the exhibitions are always static, in the sense that they are the same for every 

visitor. However, the use of digital media makes it possible to create more dynamic exhibitions. In that 

respect, there are three possible approaches, discussed below.  

2.4.2.1. Static exhibitions 

In a static exhibition of a Semantic Web museum, the author selects a fixed subset of items from the 

Semantic Web museum’s item collection, much as in a traditional museum. This item set remains 

constant for every visitor of the exhibition. One or more static paths (linking the items of the 

exhibition) are also typically provided for visitors to follow. The main advantage of this approach is 

that the author has complete control over the exhibition. The main disadvantages are that the exhibition 

does not take into account the visitors’ preferences, and that the authoring of a large exhibition is a hard 

task. 

2.4.2.2. Dynamic exhibitions  

The second approach is the creation of a dynamic exhibition. In this approach, the author does not 

create an exhibition with a fixed set of exhibits and fixed paths for visitors to follow. Instead, the 

author creates rules and narrative structures that the system uses, along with the interaction history of 

each visitor, in order to create a possibly different exhibition (different exhibits and/or different paths) 



for every visitor (and possibly every revisit of the same visitor). In other words, the exhibition is no 

longer a predefined item subset of the museum’s collection, but a dynamic set that it is populated with 

items from the museum’s collection during each visit; and different paths may be offered during 

different visits. The main advantages of this approach are that the author may be able to create large 

exhibitions with less effort, compared to large static exhibitions, and the dynamic nature of the 

exhibitions may make them more attractive to visitors. The main disadvantages are that the author may 

not have full control of the exhibition and that systems that support dynamic exhibitions may be 

complicated to configure for new item collections and exhibitions. 

2.5. Desired characteristics of the framework of this thesis  

Based on the characteristics of the previous section, a set of desired characteristics of the framework of 

this thesis were chosen, as discussed below. The main criterion for the choices that follow was to 

maximize the freedom of the author to select among several alternatives. 

2.5.1. Item collections  

In the previous section, three different approaches were identified with respect to the item collections:  

using a custom collection, reusing a published collection, or adopting a hybrid approach. None of these 

approaches is universally better than the others; each one has its own advantages and disadvantages, as 

already discussed, which may be more or less important depending on the goals of the exhibition, the 

effort that the author is willing to invest etc. Hence, all three approaches should be available to the 

author of a new Semantic Web museum exhibition.  

2.5.2. Exhibitions 

Two different types of exhibitions were identified: static and dynamic, each one with its own 

advantages and disadvantages. Consequently, both approaches should be available to the author of a 

new Semantic Web exhibition.  

2.5.3. Exhibition representation 

Another important choice is how to represent the items of an exhibition, the available information (e.g., 

meta-data) about the items, and how this information should be presented to different visitors. No 

single representation is ideal for every exhibition. Hence, the representation should be as generic as 

possible, though in our case it should also be based on Semantic Web standards and practice. 

2.6. System architecture 

The architecture of the framework of this thesis (and its implementation) is depicted in Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1: Architecture of the framework of this thesis. 

2.6.1. Exhibition Ontology and Specific Exhibition Ontology 

These two ontologies store the exhibition abstract structures, to be discussed in Chapter 4. The 

exhibition ontology remains the same for every exhibition; the prefix eo will be used to refer to the IRI 

of the exhibition ontology. The specific exhibition ontology is created by the author and is different per 

exhibition; the prefix seo will be used to refer to the IRI of the specific exhibition ontology. 

2.6.2. Semantic Web data  

These are data describing the museum’s item collection. As already discussed, they can be custom 

Semantic Web ontologies, previously published Semantic Web ontologies, or a combination of both. 

2.6.3. Exhibition Manager 

The exhibition manager is responsible for the instantiation of the exhibition’s abstract structures with 

specific entities, properties and values. It also monitors the visitor’s actions, and plans the visitor’s tour 

through the exhibition accordingly. A detailed description of the exhibition manager is provided in 

Chapter 5. 

2.6.4. Exhibition Memory 

The exhibition memory stores what each visitor has encountered. This information is used by the 

exhibition manager to decide what each visitor should encounter next in the exhibition, depending on 

what they have already encountered, their perceived interests, and the author’s goals. 

2.6.5. Authoring tool 

Before any visitor can use the Semantic Web museum, an author must provide the abstract exhibition 

structures (Chapter 4) that are specific to the particular exhibition. This process is called authoring and 



it is carried out by using an authoring tool. The author enters data into the authoring tool, and the 

authoring tool stores them in the specific exhibition ontology through the exhibition manager.  

2.6.6. Exhibition interface 

After the exhibitions have been authored, the system can generate exhibitions that can in turn be visited 

by end-users. This phase is called visitor phase. The component that is used in this phase for 

communication between the visitor and the exhibition manager is the exhibition interface. 

The exhibition interface turns the visitor’s actions to appropriate calls to the exhibition manager. The 

exhibition manager responds by sending instances of abstract structures. The exhibition interface then 

turns the abstract structures into content representations (e.g., in HTML) appropriate for the specific 

interaction device (and the media supported by the device) that the visitor uses.  

One of the main goals of the framework of this thesis is to be as generic and, hence, as device-

independent as possible. Hence, it is assumed in this thesis that the exhibition interface will be 

designed and implemented by the author using an exhibition manager API. However, in order to test 

the framework, a simple Web application implementation of the exhibition interface was also built. It 

will be presented in Chapter 6. 

 



3. Narratives and Storytelling 

3.1. Exhibitions and narrative structures 

Before the 20
th

 century, the exhibits of an exhibition were organized using mostly taxonomic criteria. 

For example, a typical 19
th

 century museum of natural history would organize its exhibits using 

taxonomies from zoology, entomology, paleontology, botany, and mineralogy. This approach, 

however, was less interesting for the general public. In the 20
th

 century, museums started to use context 

and narratives to a larger extent, in order to organize their exhibits in ways that would be more suitable 

to non-expert visitors [Pearce 1993].  

3.2. Narrative theory 

Since narratives are important for exhibitions, narrative theory is relevant to the goals of this thesis. 

3.2.1. The importance of narratives 

The most obvious use of narratives is in novels and movies. However, the importance of narratives is 

deeper. According to Levi-Strauss, narratives are the vehicle that societies use to transmit knowledge 

from generation to generation [Καψωμένος 1995]. Narratives also play an important role in human 

cognition; according to Bruner, human experience and memory are organized in the form of narratives 

[Bruner 1991]. 

3.2.2. Narratology 

Because of the importance of narratives, it is no surprise that they have been studied extensively in 

order to identify their characteristics and structure. In this subsection, some theories of narrative will be 

presented. This is not a complete survey of narrative theories; only theories directly relevant to this 

thesis will be presented. First, some terminology is required. The term story world will be used to refer 

to the whole fictional universe of the narrative. The term story will be used to refer to the chronological 

order of the events. However, very often the events are not presented in their chronological order. The 

term plot will be used to refer to the presentation order of the events. 

Aristotle studied narratives in the form of drama [Αριστοτέλης 1982]. He stated that a drama forms a 

whole, and as a whole it has a beginning, middle and end. If any of its parts is removed, then the drama 

falls apart. Another important study of narratives was that of the Russian formalist Vladimir Propp in 



his book “Morphology of the Folktale” in 1928 [Propp 1991]. Propp studied thoroughly a set of 450 

magic fairytales and found that despite the fact there were many different characters, there were at most 

7 roles in every magic fairytale (hero, antagonist, donor, helper, princess, messenger, false hero). He 

named these roles dramatis personae. For example, the antagonist in a fairytale could be the evil witch 

Baba Yaga, and in another fairytale some evil monster. Another important discovery of Propp was that 

fairytales comprised 31 functions, where a function is a type of action of a dramatis personae that is 

important for the narrative. Functions are the fundamental structure elements of the magic fairytales.  

Propp’s work was very important, because it showed that a deeper simple structure existed in all the 

fairytales he studied. In 1958, Propp’s “Morphology of the Folktale” was translated and led to the birth 

of structuralism in the West. Claude Bremond generalized Propp’s work to make it applicable to every 

narrative [Bremond 1991].  

3.3. Interactive Storytelling 

Interactive storytelling is a multidisciplinary research field that combines computer science fields (such 

as artificial intelligence), humanities fields (such as narratology and semiology) and the arts. The goal 

of interactive storytelling is to create virtual worlds where the user is the protagonist of a narrative that 

changes by taking into account the user’s actions and needs.  

In the following subsections, the most common interactive storytelling approaches are presented and 

analyzed. The analysis will be conducted using the following six axes. 

Narrative coherence refers to the coherence of the resulting narrative according to narrative theoretic 

criteria. 

Discourse refers to the degree to which the author can express his personal language in the resulting 

narrative. 

Before the introduction of the next two axes, it is useful to introduce the concept of agency [Murray 

1997]. Agency refers to the experience of the user when his interactions have the impact he intended on 

the resulting narrative. The concept of agency can be divided into local and global agency. 

Local agency refers to local interactions that the user makes with the virtual world, for example the 

opening of a door. 

Global agency refers to the degree to which the user’s interactions influence the whole narrative in the 

way the user intents to. If the local and global agency are in balance then the user experiences agency. 

Transformation refers to the possible narratives that can result from the interactive storytelling 

system. 

Data volume refers to the amount of data that the author has to create. 



3.3.1. Branching approach 

In the branching approach to storytelling, a graph must be created, where every node represents a state 

of the story and every edge represents a possible user interaction. The advantage of this approach is 

that it leads to a high degree of narrative coherence and discourse, because it gives to the author full 

control over the possible narratives that can be produced from the user’s interaction. The disadvantage 

is that the data volume, i.e., the author’s effort, may be very large for large scale story worlds. 

3.3.2. Rule based approach  

In this approach, a set of rules and entities (characters, spaces etc.) is defined. The user interacts with 

the system and the system decides what actions the characters should perform according to the rules. 

Some examples of this approach are Defacto [Sgouros 1999], IDtension [Szilas 2009] and Storytron 

[Crawford 2005]. The main advantage of this approach is the small data volume (typically a small set 

of rules is defined by the author). Additionally, the systems that adopt this approach typically provide 

high local agency and transformation. Global agency, discourse, and narrative coherence, however, are 

typically lower.  

3.3.3. Functions approach 

This approach is inspired by Propp’s and Bremond’s narrative functions. A set of functions is defined 

and the system chooses the appropriate ones according to the user’s interactions. To date, this approach 

has the most successful examples. The main difference between the various systems that adopt this 

approach is the size of the functions. For example, Grasbon and Brown’s system [Grasbon and Braun 

2001] uses Propp’s functions, while the façade system [Mateas and Stern 2003] uses smaller functions 

called “beats”. The main advantage of this approach is that it is balanced between local and global 

agency. Additionally, it offers satisfactory degrees of narrative coherence and discourse. The main 

disadvantage is that the data volume increases as the transformation degree increases, though the 

increase is smaller than in the branching approach. 

3.4. Semantic Web museums and Interactive Storytelling  

As stated before, interactive storytelling techniques can be used in Semantic Web museums and the 

framework of this thesis in particular.   

3.4.1. Choosing an interactive storytelling approach 

An important goal of the framework of this thesis is to allow the author to be able to create both static 

and dynamic exhibitions. The interactive storytelling approach that will be used in this thesis to achieve 

this goal is the functions approach. By giving the author control over the inventory and size of the 

functions, the functions approach allows the author to define both static and dynamic exhibitions with a 

high degree of local agency, global agency, narrative coherence and discourse, as will be demonstrated 

in the following chapters. Additionally, the huge amount of available Semantic Web data offers a 



solution to the main disadvantage of the functions approach, i.e., the data volume. The exhibition 

manager can instantiate a small number of abstract structures, created by the author, using Semantic 

Web data, leading to a high degree of transformation with only a small data volume (author effort). 

3.4.2. Abstract structures of this thesis 

The abstract structures that will be employed in the framework of this thesis are of three types: 

presentation schemata, transitions, and narration functions, all defined in detail in Chapter 4. 

Presentation schemata provide to the author an abstract way of specifying presentations for the various 

concepts of the Semantic Web museum. To some extent, they correspond to the rooms of a traditional 

museum. Transitions allow moving from one presentation schema to another. They contribute local 

coherence to an exhibition. Finally, narration functions organize the presentation schemata and the 

transitions into bigger narrative structures, as in the functions approach of interactive storytelling. 

The author can combine these three types of abstract structures to create a variety of exhibitions of 

different types (e.g., static vs. dynamic); the possible combinations are described in Chapter 5. The 

exhibition manager then uses the abstract structures provided by the author along with the visitor’s 

interactions in order to structure the visitor’s tour; the algorithm employed by the exhibition manager 

will also be described in Chapter 5. 



4. Exhibition Abstract Structures 

4.1. Presentation schemata 

Presentation schemata allow the author to create abstract presentations for the various classes of items 

of the exhibition. More specifically, a presentation schema ontology is provided and the author 

instantiates it in order to define presentation schemata. Every time the visitor requests to see a specific 

individual, the system presents it by using the instantiation of the appropriate presentation schema. 

4.1.1. Schemata in Cognitive Science 

In Cognitive Science, a schema is a knowledge structure used to represent generic human knowledge. 

In 1975, Marvin Minsky reintroduced this concept under the term “frames” [Minsky 1975] and used it 

in Artificial Intelligence. According to Minsky, humans use frames to represent knowledge of 

stereotyped situations. Every frame has a number of fixed values and a number of slots. Every slot has 

a range of accepted values, while some slots also have default values. A frame with unfilled slots is 

called a “generic frame” and resides in a person’s long term memory. Every time the experiences of a 

person match a generic frame, the latter is instantiated as a specific episodic representation. 

For example, someone could have a generic frame for a university classroom. This frame could 

indicate (using fixed values) that a classroom has walls, a floor and a ceiling. It might also contain a 

slot representing the type of lighting in the classroom, with “fluorescent” as its default value. If the 

person that possesses this generic frame enters a classroom, he/she will instantiate it by filling the 

appropriate slots with values obtained by observation. 

Today it is known that schemata representations are an important part of human knowledge [Wilson 

and Keil 1999]. 

4.1.2. Schemata in Natural Language Generation 

Schemata have been used extensively in Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing in 

particular. In Natural Language Generation (NLG), their use was originally proposed by Kathleen 

McKeown [McKeown 1985]. NLG systems most commonly use schemata during text planning [Reiter 

and Dale 2000], where the goal is to produce a coherent discourse structure for the generated text, 

specifying for example the order of the sentences or other units, their discourse relations, how they will 

be grouped in paragraphs and sections etc. In this context, a schema represents an abstract text structure 



pattern. For example, newspaper articles usually follow an inverted pyramid structure (facts are 

mentioned in descending order of importance). A schema defines a set of constituent elements, along 

with their structure. A constituent element may be a fact to be realized as a sentence or by invoking 

another sub-schema. 

4.1.3. Presentation schemata in this thesis 

Presentation schemata specify how information about individuals of particular classes should be 

presented. For example, a presentation schema for artists could specify that first some biographical 

information should be presented, followed by information about the art movements associated with the 

artist, and finally some relevant artworks. Subsequently, the presentation schema could be used by the 

exhibition manager to present a specific artist (e.g., Pablo Picasso) by instantiating it with information 

about that artist. 

Presentation schemata are defined for the classes of an ontology, rather than for particular individuals, 

to minimize the author’s effort and to achieve some consistency between the generated presentations of 

individuals of the same class. Every time a description of a particular individual is requested, the 

appropriate presentation schema of its class is chosen and instantiated. 

4.1.3.1. Purpose of presentation schemata  

Presentation schemata serve three main purposes: 

i. Expressive language for generic presentations 

The first role, and the most obvious one, is to provide the author with an expressive language to create 

generic presentations for the various classes of items of the exhibition. The more expressive the 

language, the more creative the author can be when designing an exhibition. 

ii. System’s memory representation 

Presentation schemata also serve as an internal system representation of the individuals that the visitor 

has encountered in his/her tour through the exhibition. More specifically, the system stores in memory 

the presentation schema instances that the visitor encounters. The exhibition manager (to be discussed 

in Chapter 5) takes these instances into account to decide what the visitor should encounter next. 

iii. Base for device- and medium-specific presentation 

Lastly, the instantiated schemata are the basis from which device- and medium-specific presentations 

will be formed. As already noted in Section 2.6.6, the framework of this thesis and, therefore, also the 

presentation schemata are independent from the specific presentation medium and device that will be 

used. 

4.1.3.2. Brief description of the structure of presentation schemata 

Every presentation schema corresponds to a class of individuals that the author wants to include in the 

exhibition. For each presentation schema, the author can optionally define a header, which represents 

the title of the presentation. The main content of a schema is divided into content groups (see Figure 2). 



For example, in a presentation schema for artists one content group may contain biographical 

information and another one may contain the artist’s artworks. Every content group may have its own 

header and is split into one or more media slots. A media slot represents a media entity (e.g., an image 

or a text). For example, a media slot of an artist could contain a brief text with biographical information 

or the image of a painting. 

 

Figure 2: Presentation schema overview. 

4.1.3.3. Fixed and dynamic values 

The author can specify either fixed or dynamic values for a presentation schema’s components. 

Fixed values will remain constant no matter which individual instantiates the presentation schema. 

They are analogous to the fixed values of frames. For example, the author could provide the fixed value 

“Some artworks” as the header of a content group containing the artist’s artworks.  

Dynamic values depend on the specific individual that instantiates the presentation schema. They are 

analogous to the slots of frames. There are two kinds of dynamic values. In the first kind, the value is a 

single property value (obtained from the Semantic Web data being used) of the individual that 

instantiates the presentation schema, for example the natural language name of the individual. In the 

second type, the value is a text expressing several properties of the individual that instantiates the 

presentation schema. The text is generated by passing the property values to a natural language 

generation engine, such as NaturalOWL [Galanis and Androutsopoulos 2006][Galanis et al 2009], a 

system that produces natural language descriptions of entities (individuals) of OWL ontologies. For 

example, the author could specify that a particular media slot should contain a text expressing 

properties providing biographical information (e.g., date of birth, place of birth etc.). 



4.1.3.4. Example of using presentation schemata  

This subsection provides an example of how presentation schemata would be used in practice during 

authoring and when visitors interact with the resulting exhibition. 

During the authoring phase the author creates presentation schemata, which are stored in the specific 

exhibition ontology; the general structure of presentation schemata is specified in the exhibition 

ontology, which remains the same in all exhibitions (Section 1.6). The presentation schemata that the 

author creates are generic, in the sense that they are not instantiated for particular individuals, and they 

are created by using an authoring tool. 

Figure 3 shows a generic presentation schema for the artist class. In this example, the author has 

defined two content groups. The first content group corresponds to general information about the artist 

and consists of a header and two media slots. The header contains the name of the artist as a dynamic 

value. The first media slot contains the URL of an image of the artist and the second media slot a 

biographical text about the artist, both as dynamic values; the text of the latter media slot could be 

canned (e.g., a pre-existing text from the Web, about the artist being described) or it could be a 

dynamically generated one (e.g., generated via NaturalOWL). The second content group corresponds to 

artworks of the artist and consists of a header and two media slots as well. The header contains the 

fixed value “Some artworks”, the first media slot contains the URL of an image depicting the selected 

artwork as a dynamic value and the second media slot contains the selected artwork’s name as a 

dynamic value. Additionally, the second content group has three repetitions. This means that when this 

generic schema instance is instantiated, three copies of the content group will be generated; hence three 

artworks will be presented. Note that this is an informal description of presentation schemata, a more 

technical description will be given in Section 4.1.4.  

 

Figure 3: A generic presentation schema for artists. 



Let us now assume that a visitor requests information about the artist Marcel Duchamp, and that the 

class of artists has been associated (during authoring) with the generic presentation schema shown 

above. The exhibition manager would instantiate the generic presentation schema with information 

about the particular artist, leading to an instantiation like the one shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: An instantiated presentation schema for the artist Marcel Duchamp. 

The instantiated presentation schema would then be passed to the exhibition interface (Section 2.6.6), 

which would turn it into a form appropriate for the media and presentation device being used. The 

instantiated presentation schema above could, for example, be rendered as in Image 5. 

 

Image 5: An instantiated presentation schema rendered for a particular presentation device. 

4.1.4. A more technical description of presentation schemata  

This subsection provides a more technical description of presentation schemata. The general form of 

presentation schemata is defined in the exhibition ontology (under the namespace eo), while the generic 

presentation schemata that the author creates are stored in the specific exhibition ontology (under the 

namespace seo). Both ontologies are expressed in OWL.  

4.1.4.1. An overview of the exhibition ontology 

This subsection provides an overview of the most important classes and properties of the exhibition 

ontology and how they are combined to define generic presentation schemata (see Figure 5).  



Every generic presentation schema begins with an instantiation of an eo:Schema individual. If the 

presentation schema has a header, then an eo:hasHeader object property points to an eo:Header 

individual. An eo:hasContent object property points to an eo:SchemaContent individual which 

represents the root node of the presentation schema content. The eo:SchemaContent has one or more 

eo:hasContentPart object properties, each one pointing to an eo:ContentGroup individual. If an 

eo:ContentGroup has a header, then an eo:hasHeader object property points to an eo:Header 

individual. Every eo:ContentGroup has one or more eo:hasMediaPart object properties, each pointing 

to an eo:MediaSlot individual. 

 

Figure 5: Overview of how a generic presentation schema is represented using concepts from the 

exhibition ontology. 

4.1.4.2. OptionsNode 

An eo:OptionsNode can be attached to several other types of nodes that are used to represent generic 

presentation schemata, for example eo:MediaSlot nodes, eo:ContentGroup nodes etc., in order to 

annotate them with options. In Figure 6, an eo:OptionsNode annotating a content group is shown. 

 

Figure 6: An OptionsNode example. 



The eo:hasOptions and eo:areOptionsForContainer object properties are used to connect the 

eo:OptionsNode to the node being annotated (the eo:ContentGroup in our example) and to the node 

that represents the container of the node being annotated (the eo:SchemaContent in our example), 

respectively. Both properties are required, because an annotated node may be used multiple times in 

different containers, and often different options need to be specified depending on the container; for 

instance, an eo:MediaSlot could be used in more than one eo:ContentGroups.  

An eo:OptionsNode can have a number of options attached to it in the form of object or data properties 

(e.g., eo:hasOrder), with most of them depending on the type of the node being annotated. The most 

common option is the eo:hasOrder data property, which can be used, for example,  to specify the order 

of the eo:ContentGroup nodes of an eo:SchemaContent, or the order of the eo:MediaSlot nodes of an 

eo:ContentGroup. More information about options will be provided in Sections 4.1.4.6 and 4.1.4.8. 

4.1.4.3. Property paths 

Let us consider the following semantic graph, which is a part of a larger graph that provides 

information about the artist Marcel Duchamp. 

 

Figure 7: A semantic graph example 

We may need to specify that a media slot of a generic presentation schema for artists (e.g., Figure 3) 

should be filled in with the name of a movement associated with the artist. To obtain the movement’s 

name, however, we need to follow a path of properties, ie., follow au:hasAssociatedMovement and then 

au:hasName; we cannot obtain the movement’s name by retrieving the value of a single property of the 

artist (e.g., by following au:hasAssociatedMovement only). This is a very common situation, i.e., the 

author often needs to specify property paths that should be traversed to instantiate a generic 

presentation schema.   

A property path is represented by using an eo:PropertyPath individual. For every property along the 

property path, an eo:PropertyNode is also defined (see Figure 8). Each eo:PropertyNode defines (via 

the eo:hasIRI data property) the IRI of a property to be traversed and the direction of the traversal (by 

asserting that it is an instance of the eo:OutDirection or eo:InDirection classes). The eo:PropertyNode 

nodes form a sequence by being connected via eo:hasNextHop object properties.  



 

Figure 8: An eo:PropertyPath node example 

 

4.1.4.4. NLOWL node  

An eo:NLOWLNode is used to define a graph that will be passed to an NLG system (e.g., 

NaturalOWL) to obtain a natural language text. A detailed description of the graph structure is given in 

the Exhibition Manager implementation’s documentation, which is available upon request.  

4.1.4.5. Header  

An eo:Header node is used to represent the header of either a presentation schema or a content group. 

The eo:hasHeader property is used to connect a presentation schema or content group with an 

eo:Header node (see Figure 9). A header can be associated with either a fixed value (a fixed header) or 

a dynamic value (a dynamic header). A fixed value is specified by using the eo:hasValue data property 

(Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: A header with a fixed value. 

A dynamic value can be (i) a single value, specified by using the eo:takesValueFromProperty object 

property, which takes an eo:PropertyPath as its value (Figure 10), or (ii) a multi-value dynamically 

generated text (e.g., generated using NaturalOWL); in the latter case, the eo:Header node is linked to 

an eo:NLOWLNode using the eo:takesValueFromNLOWL object property (Figure 11). During the 

presentation schema instantiation, both eo:takesValueFromProperty and eo:takesValueFromNLOWL 

are replaced by eo:hasValue properties. 



 

Figure 10: A header with a dynamic value. 

 

Figure 11: A header with NLOWL node. 

4.1.4.6. Content Group 

As noted before, eo:ContentGroup nodes are used to divide the content of a presentation schema into 

thematic groups.   

The individual that will instantiate a content group can be specified either as a dynamic value or as a 

fixed value. In the latter case, the eo:usesIndividualFromProperty is used, as illustrated in  Figure 12, 

where the individual will be found by applying the property path seo:artworkPP to the individual that 

instantiated the presentation schema that the content group is part of. To specify the individual as a 

fixed value, the eo:usesIndividual object property is used. If no individual is specified, the content 

group will be instantiated using the same individual that instantiated the presentation schema that the 

content group is part of. 

 

Figure 13: An eo:usesIndividualFromProperty example 

The eo:hasRepetitions option of an eo:ContentGroup specifies how many times the eo:ContentGroup 

should be repeated.  Figure 14 shows an example where eo:hasRepetitions is used to specify that three 



repetitions of the content group should be included. The repetitions properties are removed from the 

instantiated presentation schemata, because they are needed only during the instantiation of the generic 

presentation schemata. 

 

Figure 14: An eo:ContentGroup with an eo:OptionsNode.  

Another eo:ContentGroup option is the eo:isGrouped option, which is implemented by a data property. 

When an eo:ContentGroup has more than one repetitions, then the author can specify via this option 

whether the repetitions should appear as a single group (Image 6) or as different groups (Image 7). 

 

Image 6: A content group rendering with grouping. 

 

Image 7: A content group rendering without grouping. 



4.1.4.7. Media Slot 

Every eo:ContentGroup has one or more eo:MediaSlot nodes. An eo:MediaSlot can have either a fixed 

value or a dynamic value (see Section 4.1.3.3). Fixed and dynamic values are specified as in the case of 

headers (Section 4.1.4.5). 

The media class hierarchy (see Figure 15) represents the available media types that an eo:MediaSlot 

can be associated with. The eo:Media class has four subclasses, the eo:Text class, the eo:Image class, 

the eo:Video class and the eo:Audio class. The eo:Text class has two subclasses, the eo:NormalText 

class, which is used for non-header texts, and the eo:HeaderText class which is used for header texts. 

More classes could be added, for other forms of media (e.g., a class for 3D media). 

 

Figure 15: The media class hierarchy. 

Every eo:MediaSlot must be associated with a media class, by asserting that the eo:MediaSlot is an 

instance of the appropriate media class, as in the example of Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Declaring the class of a MediaSlot.  

4.1.4.8. Links 

The author can specify that an eo:ContentGroup or an eo:MediaSlot node acts as a hyperlink to another 

presentation schema instance. This is done by attaching an eo:LinkNode to the eo:OptionsNode of the 



eo:ContentGroup or eo:MediaSlot by using the eo:hasLinkNode and eo:usesSchema properties. Figure 

17 provides an example, where every seo:artworksCP content group (see also Figure 14) acts as a link 

to the seo:artwork presentation schema. To specify the individual that will instantiate the presentation 

schema when the linked is followed (i.e., to specify which individual will instantiate seo:artwork in our 

example),  the author can define either a fixed target individual (using the eo:hasLinkTarget object 

property, as in Figure 17) or a dynamic target individual (using the eo:hasLinkTargetFromProperty 

object property, whose value is an eo:PropertyPath). Alternatively, if no target individual is provided, 

then the same individual that instantiated the eo:ContentGroup or eo:MediaSlot that acts as a link will 

be used (in our example, this is the individual specified by the seo:artworkPP property path).  

 

Figure 17: An eo:LinkNode example 

4.1.5. Choosing individuals 

Suppose that there is a generic presentation schema for art movements, which contains a content group 

with 4 repetitions, intended to provide information about 4 associated artists. If more than 4 associated 

artists are present in the Semantic Web data being used, which of them should be chosen? In the 

following subsections two solutions are proposed. 

4.1.5.1. Importance scores provided by the author  

The most straightforward solution is to let the author specify which individuals are the most important 

ones for the purposes of the exhibition, by providing importance scores. This way, the author has 

complete control, but annotating the individuals of a large ontology wit importance scores is time-

consuming. 

4.1.5.2. Ranking individuals with PageRank  

In some ontologies, there are properties indicating which individuals influenced which other 

individuals, as illustrated in Figure 18. 



 

Figure 18: An example influence graph. 

The resulting influence graph can be used as input to the Page Rank algorithm [Brin and Page 1998]. 

The result will be a ranking of the graph’s nodes, with the most influential nodes ranked higher. 

Freebase and DBpedia, for example, provide influence properties of this kind. During the work of this 

thesis, a number of experiments were conducted on DBPedia. The following list contains the 14 highest 

ranked individuals from an influence graph of 10,000 nodes. The ranking of each node is given in 

brackets. 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Plato (0.0045088864) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Parmenides (0.0043755413) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Aristotle (0.0042627221) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Heraclitus (0.00291566534) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Georg_Wilhelm_Friedrich_Hegel (0.0026034884) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Immanuel_Kant (0.0023665377) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Friedrich_Nietzsche (0.00180315777) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Arthur_Schopenhauer (0.0017820825) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Zeno_of_Elea (0.00177147213) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Pythagoras (0.00175214915) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Karl_Marx (0.00174574615) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Avicenna (0.00173868103) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Johann_Wolfgang_von_Goethe (0.00172465760) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/William_Shakespeare (0.00162036177) 

 

The six lowest ranked individuals were the following. 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Honorius_Augustodunensis (2.980625931*10
-5

) 



http://dbpedia.org/resource/Hildegard_of_Bingen (2.9806259314*10
-5

) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/School_of_Chartres (2.9806259314*10
-5

) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Synesius (2.9806259314*10
-5

) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/%C3%89tienne_Geoffroy_Saint-Hilaire (2.9806*10
-5

) 

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Johann_Friedrich_Meckel (2.9806259314*10
-5

) 

 

A ranked list of this kind can be calculated during the authoring phase and it can then be used by the 

exhibition manager to choose the most important individuals during visits. The main advantage of this 

approach is that it does not require the author to manually annotate individuals with importance scores. 

It can be used, however, only when the Semantic Web data being used contain properties indicating 

influence (or similar relations). 

4.2. Transitions 

Transitions are abstract structures that define valid transitions from a presentation schema instance 

(PSI) to another PSI. For example, a transition could specify that the PSI of an artist could be followed 

by the PSI of an artwork of that artist. Another transition could specify that the PSI of an artist could be 

followed by the PSI of another artist of the same art movement.  

The transitions of an exhibition define a transition graph (see Figure 19). Each node of this graph is a 

generic presentation schema (GPS) of the exhibition. Every transition corresponds to an edge that 

points from a GPS to another one, along with a set of restrictions. By using the transition graph the 

exhibition manager can pick PSIs to create a coherent tour through the exhibition.   

 

Figure 19: A transition graph example. 

The transitions ensure that the local coherence from PSI to PSI is maintained. This means that if the 

next PSI is selected through the available transitions, it will have a semantic relationship to the 

previous PSI, defined by the author. 



4.2.1. A more technical description of transitions  

The author actually defines a new transition by creating an eo:Transition node (see Figure 20). The 

initial GPS of the transition is specified using the eo:hasCurrentSchema property. The new GPS is 

specified using the eo:hasNextSchema property. The eo:hasNextIndividualFromPropertyPath specifies 

a property path that will be followed to obtain the individual that will instantiate the new GPS. The 

eo:usesBaseIndividualFromSchema specifies the GPS from which the base individual will be taken. 

The base individual is the individual that the property path, defined by 

eo:hasNextIndividualFromPropertyPath, will begin from; in our example, this will be the individual 

that instantiated the most recent seo:movement GPS. For example, if the current PSI is that of the artist 

Marcel Duchamp and the last movement PSI encountered was that of the Dada movement, then another 

artist of the Dada movement will be chosen (e.g., Francis Picabia) to instantiate the new artist PSI.  

 

Figure 21: A transition example with property path restriction. 

If the base individual is not specified, it is taken to be the individual that instantiated the initial GPS of 

the transition 

Alternatively, instead of using a property path to specify the individual that will instantiate the new 

GPS, the author can point to a content group of a previous PSI (using the 

eo:hasNextIndividualFromContentGroup property), to indicate that the new GPS should be instantiated 

with an individual that instantiated that content group. For example, suppose that the GPS 

seo:artMovements has a content group seo:artMovementsCC  (Figure 22) and that the content group in 

turn has six fixed individuals, defined using the property eo:usesIndividual, each one referring to an art 

movement. Any of the six individuals would be used to instantiate the new seo:Movement GPS of the 

transition. 



 

Figure 23: Transition example with a content group restriction. 

4.3. Narration functions 

Transitions maintain local coherence between two subsequent PSIs. However, transitions are 

insufficient if the whole experience should follow a narrative structure. This subsection introduces 

narration functions as an abstract narrative structure for presentation schemata. The narration functions 

of this thesis are analogous to Propp’s functions (Section 3.2.2). A narration function could be, for 

example, the presentation of an artist along with a portion of his work. This function could be realized 

by using an artist presentation schema followed by three artwork presentation schemata, providing 

information about the artist and three of his/her artworks, respectively. 

For every narration function, the author defines a sequence of transitions and/or other embedded 

narration functions. The exhibition manager resolves this sequence into a transition sequence. 

Depending on the visitor’s requests, a sequence of particular PSIs is then generated from the transition 

sequence. When the visitor has encountered every PSI that can be produced by the transition sequence, 

then the narration function is completed.  

4.3.1. A more technical description of narration functions  

The author defines a new narration function by creating an eo:NarrationFunction node (see Figure 24). 

For every element of the narration function’s sequence, i.e., for every transition or embedded narration 

function, there is an eo:NarrationFunctionNode. Each eo:NarrationFunctionNode uses the 

eo:hasNarrationElement object property to point to the corresponding transition or embedded narration 

function. If the author wants an element to be repeated, he/she can use the eo:hasRepetitions data 

property to define the number of repetitions. The eo:NarrationFunction node (top of Figure 24) uses 

the eo:hasNarrationNextHop object property to point to the first eo:NarrationFunctionNode. 

Subsequently, every eo:NarrationFunctionNode points to the next eo:NarrationFunctionNode by using 

eo:hasNarrationNextHop. The narration function below consists of an seo:artistToArtworkTransition, 

followed by three repetitions of an seo:artworkToArtworkTransition.  



 

Figure 24: The artist narration function example. 

4.3.1.1. Preconditions  

Every narration function can have one or more other narration functions as preconditions and can be 

activated only if all its preconditions have been satisfied. The set of narration functions along with their 

preconditions form a partially ordered plan [Russell and Norvig 1995]. Every linearization of this 

partially ordered plan is a possible exhibition narrative. For example, suppose that the only narration 

functions are seo:movementNF and seo:historicalPeriodNF, without any preconditions, and 

seo:artistNF with both seo:movementNF and seo:historicalPeriodNF as its preconditions. The 

resulting partial ordered plan is depicted in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25: A partially ordered plan formed by a narration function and its preconditions.  

This partially ordered plan has two possible linearizations, shown below: 

seo:movement, seo:historicalPeriod, seo:artist 

seo:historicalPeriod, seo:movement, seo:artist 

 

The preconditions of a narration function are defined using the eo:hasPrecondition object property. 

Hence, the preconditions of seo:artistNF would be specified as in Figure 26. 



 

Figure 26: Representing the preconditions of a narration function. 

4.3.1.2. Beginning and Ending narration functions 

A narration function can also be annotated by the author as the beginning and/or ending of the whole 

exhibition, allowing the author to control the beginning and ending of the exhibition’s narrative. A 

narration function is annotated as beginning by stating that it is an instance of the class eo:Beginning 

(see Figure 27), and similarly for ending narration functions.  

 

Figure 27: Annotating a narration function as the beginning of the narrative.  

 



5. Exhibition Manager 

5.1. Exhibition types supported by the framework of this thesis 

As already mentioned, the framework of this thesis is intended to support both static and dynamic 

exhibitions (Section 2.4.2). This chapter discusses how the exhibition abstract structures of the 

previous chapter can be combined to create both types of exhibitions. 

5.1.1. Static exhibitions  

A static exhibition occurs if the exhibition’s narrative is manually written inside the presentation 

schemata and the presentation schemata are manually associated with particular individuals. In this 

case, the exhibition uses presentation schemata with fixed values in their media slots and/or dynamic 

values (e.g., property paths) that lead to predefined, particular individuals. The visitor is restricted to 

navigate through the exhibition by using only the links that the author has included in the presentation 

schemata. 

5.1.2. Dynamic exhibitions 

There are three kinds of dynamic exhibitions that the framework of this thesis supports.  

5.1.2.1. Presentation schemata only  

The first type of dynamic exhibition uses presentation schemata only; it does not use transitions, nor 

does it use narration functions. The author defines only generic presentation schemata (GPSs), typically 

only a small number of GPSs. The GPSs are instantiated by the exhibition manager at runtime using 

the Semantic Web museum’s item collection. The visitor again navigates through the exhibition by 

using the links that the author has set for each GPS. The difference from the static exhibition is that the 

specific individuals that fill the PSIs are chosen dynamically. 

5.1.2.2. Presentation schemata and transitions 

The second type of dynamic exhibition adds transitions between presentation schemata, as a means to 

ensure local coherence. The author defines GPSs and transitions, typically a small number of both. The 

exhibition then is composed of an endless path through the transition graph formed from the transition 

set. The exhibition manager algorithm, for every PSI that generates, also calculates all the possible 

transitions from it and ranks them according to the importance of the referred individual (see section 



5.2.1). The visitor can traverse the exhibition by choosing either one of the highest ranked transitions or 

a link inside the PSI. More details about the exhibition manager algorithm are given in the next 

subsection. 

5.1.2.3. Presentation schemata, transitions and narrative functions 

The third type of dynamic exhibition adds narration functions, as a means to support a global narrative 

structure. Apart from GPSs and transitions, the author now also defines narration functions. The 

narration function set defines a partially ordered plan, as already discussed (Section 4.3.1.1). Along 

with every PSI that the visitor encounters, the exhibition manager suggests to the visitor a set of next 

possible PSIs that progress the exhibition’s narrative. More details on the functionality of the exhibition 

manager are provided below.  

5.2. Exhibition manager algorithm 

In this section, the algorithms that are used by the exhibition manager in the two types of dynamic 

exhibitions (Sections 5.1.2.2 and 5.1.2.3) are presented. 

5.2.1. Local coherence algorithm  

The local coherence algorithm is very simple and is activated if transitions without narration functions 

exist. More specifically, every time the visitor makes a request for a PSI, the exhibition manager goes 

through the following steps. First, it generates the PSI the visitor requested. Subsequently, it generates 

a list of possible transitions from the requested PSI. For every possible transition, a ranked list of 

possible individuals (to instantiate the GPS the transition leads to) is also generated; the individuals are 

ranked with one of the techniques discussed in Section 4.1.5. By using the GPSs the transitions lead to 

and the ranked individuals that can instantiate them, the presentation manager produces a ranked list of 

possible next PSIs that advance the tour. The top ranked of these next PSIs are returned to the visitor, 

along with the requested (current) PSI. The visitor then makes a new request either by following a link 

inside the current PSI or by selecting a PSI from the list of suggested next PSIs. This process is 

repeated, until the visitor leaves the exhibition. 

5.2.2. Global narrative structure algorithm 

The global narrative structure algorithm is activated if both transitions and narration functions are 

defined by the author. It interprets the visitor’s interactions and tries to organize his/her tour through 

the exhibition according to the narrative structure defined by the author.  

5.2.2.1. Overview  

The algorithm runs after every visitor’s request. The exhibition manager first generates the requested 

PSI and then it generates a ranked list of possible PSIs that the visitor could view next. This list is 

generated by calculating which PSIs move the exhibition narrative, as defined by the author, towards 

completion.   



The visitor can navigate through the exhibition either by selecting a PSI from the ranked list of possible 

next PSIs, or by selecting a link from the current PSI. In the first case, the exhibition manager updates 

the state of the narrative. In the second case, the exhibition manager tries to interpret the selected link 

as part of a narration function’s transition sequence. If this interpretation is successful, then the 

exhibition narrative is updated; otherwise, the narrative state remains unchanged. In both cases, the 

ranked list of possible next PSIs is regenerated and returned to the visitor. This cycle is repeated, until 

an ending narration function is completed. 

5.2.2.2. Terminology  

Transitions sequence: A narration function has a sequence of transitions and/or embedded narration 

functions. This sequence is resolved by the exhibition manager into a sequence of transitions. 

Consequently, for every narration function the exhibition manager produces a transitions sequence. 

Narration function activation: When a narration function’s preconditions are satisfied, the exhibition 

manager activates it by adding a new narration function instance into the narration function memory.  

Narration function instance (NFI): A narration function instance is a data structure created every 

time a narration function is activated. It stores a pointer to the other narration function instances that 

satisfied the preconditions of the activated narration function, the activated narration function’s 

transition sequence, a list with the PSIs (originating from the activated narration function’s transition 

sequence) that the visitor has encountered. 

Narration functions memory (NFM): As the visitor navigates through the exhibition, he/she 

completes and activates narration function instances. The narration functions memory is a data 

structure that stores these narration function instances. Every time a narration function is activated, the 

exhibition manager adds a corresponding narration function instance to the NFM. 

Possible individual (PI): A possible individual is a data structure that stores an individual (represented 

by its IRI), along with the individual’s ranking. 

NFI ranking formula: The ranking of an NFI is calculated using the forula: 

 
 

 
 

where: 

n: refers to the number of encountered PSIs of the NFI, 

t: refers to the time when the last PSI of the NFI was encountered, 

T: refers to the total time passed so far. 

Using this formula the highest ranking is given to the NFI that was most recently encountered and has 

the most encountered PSIs. 



Possible presentation schema instances (PPSI): A PPSI is a data structure that stores a GPS, the NFI 

that the GPS belongs to, the ranking of this NFI given the current exhibition narrative state, and a list of 

possible individuals. 

5.2.2.3. Algorithm  

Every time the visitor makes a new request, the exhibition manager first generates the requested PSI. 

Subsequently, it interprets the requested PSI using the interpretPSI() function. Finally, it generates the 

ranked list of possible next PSIs using the getPossiblePSIs() function. 

The function interpretPSI() checks if the requested PSI belongs to the ranked list of possible next PSIs 

that were calculated at the previous visitor request. If it does, then the function updates the current 

NFI’s sequence of encountered PSIs, and marks the corresponding transition of the transition sequence 

as traversed. 

The function getPossiblePSIs() is given below in Java-like pseudo-code:  

List<PPSI> getPossiblePSIs(){ 

List<PPSI> out = new List<PPSI>(); 

for each NFI nfi in nfm{ 

 if(!nfi.isCompleted){ 

 tr = getActivatedTransition(nfi); 

 List<PI> pil = getPIList(nfi, tr); 

 PPSI ppsi = new PPSI(getRanking(nfi),  

           getNextGPS(tr), pil); 

 out.add(ppsi); 

} 

} 

return out; 

} 

 

The functions used inside function getPossiblePSIs() are explained below. 

The function getActivatedTransition() takes as input an NFI and returns the next transition of that NFI, 

i.e., the transition immediately after the latest completed transition of the transition sequence of the 

input NFI. 

The function getPIList() takes as input an NFI and a transition. It returns a list of possible individuals 

(that can instantiate the next GPS to produce the next PSI) by using the transition’s information. An 

important aspect of this function is that it fills the transition’s eo:usesBaseIndividualFromSchema 

(Section 4.2.1) by searching the NFI’s sequence of encountered PSIs from the newest to the oldest. If 

an appropriate value for eo:usesBaseIndividualFromSchema is not found, then the same search is 

applied recursively to the precondition NFIs of the current NFI. If again no appropriate value is found, 

then the function returns null. 



The function getRanking() takes as input an NFI and returns its ranking using the NFI ranking formula. 

The function getNextGPS() takes as input a transition and returns the value of the transition’s 

eo:hasNextSchema property. 



6. Implementation and Trials 

6.1. Implementation of the framework of this thesis 

In this section, an implementation of the framework of this thesis is described. It should be noted that 

the implementation is a rough prototype of the concepts presented in this thesis.  

6.1.1. Exhibition Manager 

The exhibition manager was implemented in Java. The OWL-API library was used to access the OWL 

ontologies.
7
 The exhibition manager is a jar library that can by imported in any project implementing 

an exhibition interface. Using calls to the exhibition manager’s API, the exhibition manager’s functions 

(creation of the exhibition ontology and requests for PSIs) can be used in applications through the 

exhibition interface. 

6.1.2. Exhibition Interface 

In order to check the exhibition manager’s implementation, a Web exhibition interface was also 

constructed. The server-side language used for the implementation was the Java Server Pages (JSP) 

language. The client side technologies used for the implementation of the exhibition interface are 

HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Every time a visitor makes a request for a PSI, the server side of the 

exhibition interface generates the requested PSI using the exhibition manager, generates the PSI and 

subsequently returns an HTML page that corresponds to the generated PSI. The client side of the 

exhibition interface displays the HTML page (see Image 8) 

 

Image 8: A rendering of a PSI in a Web exhibition interface. 

                                                           
7 Consult http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/.  



The implementation of the exhibition manager and the exhibition interface, including their source code, 

are available upon request.  

6.2. Trials 

This section discusses how the prototype implementation of the previous section was used in four 

example exhibitions: a static exhibition, a dynamic exhibition with presentation schemata only (Section 

5.1.2.1), a dynamic exhibition with presentation schemata and transitions (Section 5.1.2.2), and 

dynamic exhibition with presentation schemata, transitions and narration functions (Section 5.1.2.3). 

6.2.1. Static exhibition 

Static exhibitions are the traditional approach to creating an exhibition. The exhibition’s narrative and 

exhibits are predefined by the author. To demonstrate that the framework of this thesis supports static 

exhibitions, Europeana’s exhibition “From Dada to Surrealism”, discussed in Section 2.3.4 (see also 

Image 9), was recreated using the implementation of Section 6.1. The exhibition is organized in four 

themes (Zurich, Bucharest, 1930s, and Younger Generation). The user navigates through the exhibition 

following links. In order to recreate this exhibition, a GPS for each page of the original exhibition was 

created. The creation of four of the GPSs is described below. 

 

Image 9: The introductory page of Europeana’s exhibition. 

In order to recreate the introductory page of Image 9, a GPS with one eo:ContentGroup, one 

eo:Header and five eo:MediaSlot node was defined. The first three eo:MediaSlot nodes correspond to 

the three paragraphs of the introductory page. The fourth corresponds to the image, while the fifth 

corresponds to the link “Start Exhibition” (see Figure 28). Note that because all the values of the GPS 

are fixed and there are no repetitions, all the generated PSIs will be identical. 



 

Figure 28: The schemaIntro GPS. 

Finally, the exhibition interface takes the generated PSI and renders it as shown in Image 10. While not 

visually identical, the generated PSI’s content corresponds perfectly to the original exhibition.  

 

Image 10: How the exhibition interface renders the schemaIntro GPS.  

When the visitor clicks the “Start Exhibition” button of the original Europeana exhibition, the 

“Themes” page appears (see Image 11). This page contains links to each of the four themes of the 

exhibition (Zurich, Bucharest, 1930s, Younger Generation). The visitor can choose any of the four 



themes. The four themes, however, are chronologically related and the right order to explore them 

would be Zurich, Bucharest, 1930s, Younger Generation. 

 

Image 11: The themes page of Europeana’s exhibition. 

In order to recreate the “Themes” page, the eo:Schema schemaThemes was defined (see Figure 29). 

For each theme, an eo:ContentGroup is defined and annotated as a link leading to the eo:Schema node 

of the corresponding theme. Each eo:ContentGroup node has two eo:MediaSlot nodes, one for the 

image of the theme and one for the title of the theme. 

 

Figure 29: The schemaThemes GPS. 



Again, the PSI generated from the schemaThemes GPS is passed to the exhibition interface, which 

renders it as depicted in Image 12. 

 

Image 12: How the exhibition interface renders the schemaThemes PSI.  

For every exhibition theme, there is a number of pages in the original exhibition. Each page contains a 

fragment of the exhibition’s narrative, along with some exhibits. For example, Image 13 shows the 

second page of the Zurich theme. 

 

Image 13: The second page of the Zurich theme of Europeana’s exhibition. 

To recreate this page, the eo:Schema schemaZurich_2 (Figure 30) was defined. It consists of four 

eo:ContentGroup nodes. The first content group contains the page’s text organized in paragraphs. The 

next two content groups contain the image and the title of the corresponding exhibits and are annotated 

as links leading to a schemaExhibit instantiated by the corresponding exhibit (represented by its IRI). 



Finally, the last eo:ContentGroup possesses two eo:MediaSlot node, each representing a link, one 

leading to schemaThemes and one leading to the next page of this particular theme. 

 

Figure 30: The GPS for the second page of the Zurich theme. 

Again, the generated PSI is passed to the exhibition interface, which renders it as in Image 14. 

 

Image 14: How the exhibition interface renders the PSI of the second page of the Zurich theme. 

Finally, for each exhibit the original exhibition provides a page with an image of the exhibit along with 

some information. Image 15 shows the exhibit page of Tristan Tzara’a Calligrame. 



 

Image 15: An example of an exhibit page from Europeana’s exhibition. 

In order to recreate the exhibit pages, the schemaExhibit GPS was defined (Figure 31). It consists of an 

eo:ContentGroup with nine eo:MediaSlot nodes. The first eo:MediaSlot corresponds to the exhibit’s 

image, while the next seven slots correspond to the exhibit’s info (title, creator, date etc.). The last 

eo:MediaSlot provides a link to the previously encountered PSI. 

 

Figure 31: The schemaExhibit GPS. 



From the schemaExhibit GPS and the exhibits’ IRIs, the corresponding PSIs are generated. For 

example, Image 16 shows the rendering of the PSI for Tristan Tzara’s Calligramme.  

 

Image 16: How the exhibition interface renders the PSI of an exhibit. 

 

6.2.2. Dynamic exhibition 

In the trials of this section, a dynamic exhibition was created to demonstrate some of the additional 

functionality of the framework of this thesis. The theme of the dynamic exhibition is the art movements 

of modernism. The Semantic Web data used for this exhibition come from Freebase.
8
 

Three versions of the dynamic exhibition will be presented, each version exploiting more advanced 

features of the framework of this thesis. The first version uses only four presentation schemata to 

define a simple dynamic exhibition, where the visitor navigates by following links exclusively. In the 

second version, transitions are added and the user can also navigate by following the possible 

transitions. In the final version, narration functions are added, and the navigation is based on possible 

PSIs that advance the exhibition’s narration goals.  

Note that this example dynamic exhibition is simplistic, designed purely to demonstrate the 

functionality of the framework of this thesis. More complex and interesting dynamic exhibitions can be 

designed for real-world uses. 

6.2.2.1. Dynamic exhibition with presentation schemata only 

The first version consists of four GPSs.  

                                                           
8 Consult http://www.freebase.com.  



6.2.2.1.1. artMovementsSchema GPS 

The first GPS is artMovementsSchema (see Figure 32). This schema serves as the introduction to the 

dynamic exhibition, showing the visitor some of the art movements that can be explored. The 

artMovementsSchema GPS consists of one eo:ContentGroup node with four repetitions linking to the 

movementSchema GPS. Every eo:ContentGroup consists of two eo:MediaSlot nodes, the first one for 

an image of the movement and the second one for the name of the movement. 

 

Figure 32: The artMovementsSchema GPS. 

Image 17 shows how a possible PSI of the artMovementsSchema GPS is rendered by the exhibition 

interface. 

 

Image 17: A rendering of an artMovementsSchema PSI. 



6.2.2.1.2. movementSchema GPS 

The second GPS is movementSchema (see Figure 33). It serves the role of presenting a specific art 

movement to the visitor through some basic informative text (generated using NaturalOWL) and by 

presenting four associated artists and artworks. The movementSchema GPS consists of three 

eo:ContentGroup nodes. The first one has the movement name as its header and contains two 

eo:MediaSlot nodes, one for the movement image and one for the movement description generated by 

NaturalOWL. The second eo:ContentGroup node is annotated as a link leading to the artistSchema 

GPS with four repetitions. Its header is the fixed value “Associated Artists” and it contains two 

eo:MediaSlot nodes, one for the image of the artist and one for the name of the artist. The third 

eo:ContentGroup is similar to the second one, but corresponds to four artworks.  

 

Figure 33: The movementSchema GPS. 

A rendering of a movementSchema PSI instantiated with the Impressionism Movement individual is 

shown in Image 18. 



 

Image 18: A rendering of a movementSchema PSI instantiated for impressionism. 

6.2.2.1.3. artistSchema GPS 

The third GPS is the artistSchema GPS (see Figure 34). It is used to present an artist to the visitor. It 

consists of three eo:ContentGroup nodes. The first one gives some basic information about the artist; it 

has the artist’s name as its header and two eo:MediaSlot nodes, one with the image of the artist and one 

with a text description generated by NaturalOWL. The second eo:ContentGroup refers to some 

artworks of the artist. It is repeated four times and it links to the artworkSchema GPS. It contains two 

eo:MediaSlot nodes, one for the depiction of the artwork and one for the title of the artwork. Finally, 

the third eo:ContentGroup refers to the movements that the artist was associated with. It is repeated 

four times and links to the movementSchema GPS. It has two eo:MediaSlot nodes, one for the image of 

the movement and one for the name of the movement. 



 

Figure 34: The artistSchema GPS. 

A rendering of an artistSchema PSI instantiated with Vincent Van Gogh is shown in Image 19.  

 

Image 19: A rendering of an artistSchema PSI instantiated with Vincent Van Gogh.  



6.2.2.1.4. artworkSchema GPS 

The fourth GPS is the artworkSchema (see Figure 35) and is used to present an artwork of an artist. It 

consists of one eo:ContentGroup node, which has as its header the title of the artwork, and six 

eo:MediaSlot nodes; the first one holds an image of the artwork, while the rest present relevant 

information (e.g., creator, date, medium etc.)  

 

Figure 35: The artworkSchema GPS. 

Image 20 shows a rendering of an artworkSchema PSI, instantiated with the artwork “The Bedroom” of 

Vincent Van Gogh. 

 

Image 20: A rendering of an artworkSchema PSI instantiated with "The Bedroom". 



The first version of this dynamic exhibition example clearly demonstrates that a massive Semantic 

Web ontology, such as that of Freebase, can be explored to produce appealing exhibitions by requiring 

an author to define only four GPSs.  

6.2.2.2. Adding transitions to the dynamic exhibition 

In the second version of the dynamic exhibition, seven transitions are added to the four GPSs of the 

previous section. The transition graph is depicted in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36: The transition graph of the example dynamic exhibition. 

 

6.2.2.2.1. artMovementsToMovement transition 

The first transition is artMovementsToMovement and connects an artMovementsSchema PSI to a 

movementSchema PSI. The next individual (the individual that instantiates the movementSchema that 

the transition leads to) is taken from the individuals of the eo:ContentGroup node of the 

artMovementsSchema. The full definition of the transition is shown in Figure 37. An example of the 

artMovementToMovement transition is a transition from the PSI of artMovementsSchema (Image 17) 

to a PSI movementSchema instantiated with the Impressionism individual (Image 18). 

 

Figure 37: The artMovementsToMovement transition. 



6.2.2.2.2. movementToArtist transition 

Τhe movementToArtist transition connects a movementSchema PSI to an artistSchema PSI. The next 

individual is selected through a property path that collects the artists associated with the particular 

movement. The full definition of the transition is shown in Figure 38. An example of the 

movementToArtist transition is a transition from the PSI of the movementSchema instantiated with the 

Impressionism individual (Image 18) to the PSI artistSchema instantiated with Vincent Van Gogh 

(Image 19). 

 

Figure 38: The movementToArtist transition. 

6.2.2.2.3. artistToArtist transition 

The artistToArtist transition connects an artistSchema PSI to another artistSchema PSI associated with 

the same movement. The next individual is selected through a property path that collects the artists 

associated with the particular movement. The full definition of the transition is shown in Figure 39. An 

example of the artistToArtist transition is a transition from the PSI artistSchema instantiated with 

Vincent Van Gogh (Image 19) to the PSI artistSchema instantiated with Edouard Manet, who was also 

an Impressionist. 

 

Figure 39: The artistToArtist transition. 

6.2.2.2.4. artistToArtwork transition 

The artistToArtwork transition connects an artistSchema PSI to an artworkSchema PSI instantiated 

with the artist of the artistSchema PSI. The next individual is selected through a property path that 



collects the artworks of the particular artist. The full definition of the transition is shown in Figure 40. 

An example of the artistToArtwork transition is a transition from the PSI artistSchema instantiated with 

Vincent Van Gogh (Image 19) to the PSI artworkSchema instantiated with “The Bedroom” (Image 20). 

 

Figure 40: The artistToArtwork transition. 

6.2.2.2.5. artworkToArtwork transition 

The artworkToArtwork transition connects an artworkSchema PSI to another artworkSchema PSI 

instantiated with the same artist encountered in the previous artistSchema PSI. The next individual is 

selected through a property path that collects the artworks of an artist. The full definition of the 

transition is shown in Figure 41. An example of the artworkToArtwork transition is a transition from 

the PSI artworkSchema instantiated with the “The Bedroom” (Image 20) to the PSI artworkSchema 

instantiated with “Corridor in the Asylum”, which is also an artwork of Vincent Van Gogh. 

 

Figure 41: The artworkToArtwork transition. 

6.2.2.2.6. artworkToArtist transition 

The artworkToArtist transition connects an artworkSchema PSI to an artistSchema PSI instantiated 

with an artist associated with the last artistic movement encountered. The next individual is selected 

through a property path that collects the artists associated with that particular movement. The full 

definition of the transition is shown in Figure 42. An example of the artworkToArtist transition is a 

transition from the PSI artworkSchema instantiated with “The Bedroom” (see Image 20) to PSI 

artistSchema instantiated with Edouard Manet, who was also an Impressionist, like Vincent Van Gogh. 



 

Figure 42: The artworkToArtist transition. 

6.2.2.2.7. artworkToMovement transition 

The artworkToMovement transition connects an artworkSchema PSI to an movementSchema PSI using 

an individual from the artMovementsSchema. The next individual is selected from node individuals of 

the eo:ContentGroup of the artMovementsSchema. The full definition of the transition is shown in 

Figure 43. An example of the artworkToMovement transition is a transition from the PSI 

artworkSchema instantiated with the “The Bedroom” ( Image 20) to PSI movementSchema instantiated 

with the Expressionism individual, another movement of artMovementsSchema. 

 

Figure 43: The artworkToMovement transition. 

By adding these seven transitions, the exhibition manager is able to propose possible transitions at each 

PSI that the visitor encounters. For example, suppose that the visitor first sees the following 

artMovements PSI. 



 

Image 21: Rendering of an artMovements PSI. 

From this PSI there is only one possible transition, the artMovementsToMovement transition. The next 

GPS that this transition defines is the movementSchema. The possible individuals that can instantiate 

this GPS are the movement individuals of the artMovements. Suppose that the visitor chooses to see 

the Impressionism individual. From this choice the following rendered PSI is generated. 

 

Image 22: A rendered movement PSI using the “Impressionism” individual. 

Again from this PSI there is only one possible transition, the movementToArtist transition. The next 

GPS that this transition defines is the artistSchema. The possible individuals that can instantiate this 

GPS are the associated artist individuals of the Impressionism movement. Suppose that the visitor 

chooses to see Paul Cezanne. From this choice the following rendered PSI is generated. 



 

Image 23: A rendered artist PSI using the “Paul Cezanne” individual. 

From this PSI there are two possible transitions, the artistToArtwork and the artistToArtist transitions. 

The next GPS of the artistToArtwork transition is the artworkSchema and the possible individuals that 

can instantiate this GPS are the artwork individuals of the artist Paul Cezanne. The next GPS of the 

artistToArtist transition is the artistSchema and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS 

are the associated artist individuals of the Impressionism movement. Suppose that the visitor the 

artistToArtwork transition and the artwork “The Card Players” individual. From this choice, the 

following rendered PSI is generated.  

 

Image 24: A rendered artwork PSI using the “The Card Players” individual. 

From this PSI there are three possible transitions, the artworkToArtist, the artworkToMovement and 

the artworkToArtwork transitions. The next GPS of the artworkToArtist transition is the artistSchema 

and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS are the associated artist individuals of the 

Impressionism movement. The next GPS of the artworkToMovement transition is the 



movementSchema and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS are the movement 

individuals of the artMovementsSchema. Finally, the next GPS of the artworkToArtwork transition is 

the artworkSchema and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS are the artwork 

individuals of the artist Paul Cezanne. Suppose that the visitor chooses to see the artworkToArtist 

transition and the artist Vincent Van Gogh individual. From this choice, the following rendered PSI is 

generated. 

 

Image 25: A rendered artist PSI using the “Van Gogh” individual. 

From this PSI there are two possible transitions, the artistToArtwork and the artistToArtist transitions. 

The next GPS of the artistToArtwork transition is the artworkSchema and the possible individuals that 

can instantiate this GPS are the artwork individuals of the artist Vincent Van Gogh. The next GPS of 

the artistToArtist transition is the artistSchema and the possible individuals that can instantiate this 

GPS are the associated artist individuals of the Impressionism movement. Suppose that the visitor 

chooses to see the artistToArtwork transition and the artwork individual “The Bedroom”. From this 

choice, the following rendered PSI is generated. 



 

Image 26: A rendered artwork PSI using the individual “The Bedroom”. 

From this PSI there are three possible transitions, the artworkToArtist, the artworkToMovement and 

the artworkToArtwork transitions. The next GPS of the artworkToArtist transition is the artistSchema 

and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS are the associated artist individuals of the 

Impressionism movement. The next GPS of the artworkToMovement transition is the 

movementSchema and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS are the movement 

individuals of the artMovementsSchema. Finally the next GPS of the artworkToArtwork transition is 

the artworkSchema and the possible individuals that can instantiate this GPS are the artwork 

individuals of the artist Vincent Van Gogh. Suppose that the visitor chooses to see the 

artworkToArtwork transition and the artwork "Vase with Twelve Sunflowers". From this choice, the 

following rendered PSI is generated. 

 

Image 27: A rendered artwork PSI using the individual "Vase with Twelve Sunflowers". 

This tour through the individuals of Freebase can continue endlessly. The transitions ensure that local 

coherence exists between any two subsequent PSIs. By contrast, if the navigation were performed 

without transitions, then a PSI that does not have local coherence with the previous one could be 



chosen by the visitor. Furthermore, transitions define paths that would otherwise not be directly 

available; for example, if the artworkToArtwork transition is not available, then the visitor must first go 

back from the artwork to the artist and then chose the next artwork.  

The main disadvantage of the approach that we illustrated above, which uses generic presentation 

schemata and transitions, is that despite the fact that local coherence exists between the PSIs, there is 

no global narrative structure. 

6.2.2.3. Adding narration functions to the dynamic exhibition 

The last version of the example dynamic exhibition also contains three narration functions. 

6.2.2.3.1. artistNF narration function 

The artistNF narration function is an exhibition narrative fragment based on a specific artist. It presents 

the artist by using an artistSchema PSI (instantiated with the specific artist individual) and three 

artworkSchema PSIs (instantiated with artwork individuals created from the specific artist individual). 

It comprises an artistToArtwork transition and an artworkToArtwork transition with two repetitions. 

The full definition of this narration function is shown in Figure 44.  

 

Figure 44: The artistNF narration function. 

6.2.2.3.2. movementNF narration function 

The movementNF narration function is an exhibition fragment that presents a specific art movement by 

using a movementSchema PSI (instantiated with the specific movement individual) and three 

embedded artist narration functions (using artist individuals associated with the specific art movement 

individual). It comprises a movementToArtist transition and an embedded artistNF narration function 

with three repetitions. The full definition of this narration function is shown in Figure 45.  



 

Figure 45: The movementNF narration function. 

6.2.2.3.3. artMovementsNF narration function 

The artMovementsNF narration function shapes the main exhibition narrative by presenting to the 

visitor three art movements, and therefore the starting and ending point of the dynamic exhibition. 

More specifically, it uses the artMovementsSchema PSI and three embedded movement narration 

functions (using individuals from the artMovementsSchema PSI). It comprises an 

artMovementsToMovement transition and an embedded movementNF narration function with three 

repetitions. The full definition of this narration function is shown in Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46: The artMovementsNF narration function. 

By adding the above three narration functions, the exhibition narrative is organized into exhibition 

narrative fragments with narrative coherence. The dynamic exhibition starts with the 

artMovementsSchema PSI. The exhibition manager responds to each PSI encountered by the visitor by 



generating a set of possible PSIs that either support the art movements narration function or initiate 

some other narration function (as explained in Section 5.2). The visitor can navigate through the 

exhibition by choosing from the list of generated PSIs.  

When the artMovementsNF narration function is resolved, the following sequence of transitions 

occurs. 
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This sequence of transitions can be instantiated in many ways according to the visitor’s choices. The 

PSI that starts the narration function is the artMovementsSchema and is depicted in the next image. 

 

Image 28: The first PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

When the visitor sees this PSI, a new NFI of the artMovementsNF is created and added to the NFM. 

The next possible PSIs are calculated from the first transition of the narration function transition 

sequence, which is the artMovementsToMovement transition. The possible individuals that can 

instantiate this transition are the movement individuals of the artMovementsSchema. Suppose that the 

visitor chooses the Impressionism individual. 



 

Image 29: The second PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

Subsequently, the exhibition manager updates the artMovementsNF NFI and calculates the possible 

next PSIs. The artMovementsNF NFI can be continued with the movementToArtist transition using 

one of the artists associated with Impressionism. Suppose that the visitor chooses to continue the 

artMovementsNF with the Vincent Van Gogh individual. 

 

Image 30: The third PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

Subsequently, the exhibition manager updates the artMovementsNF NFI and calculates the possible 

next PSIs. The artMovementsNF NFI can be continued with the transition artistToArtwork using one of 



Vincent Van Gogh’s artworks. Additionally the exhibition manager also gives to the visitor the option 

to select the artistToArtist transition using one of the associated with the Impressionism artists. 

Suppose that the visitor chooses to continue the artMovementsNF with the individual “The Bedroom”. 

 

Image 31: The forth PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

Subsequently the exhibition manager updates the artMovementsNF NFI and calculates the possible 

next PSIs. The artMovementsNF NFI can be continued with the transition artworkToArtwork using 

one of Vincent Van Gogh’s artworks. Suppose that the visitor chooses to continue the 

artMovementsNF with the “Vase with Twelve Sunflowers” individual. 

 

Image 32: The fifth PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

Subsequently, the exhibition manager updates the artMovementsNF NFI and calculates the possible 

next PSIs. The artMovementsNF NFI can be continued with the transition artworkToArtwork using 

one of Vincent Van Gogh’s artworks. Suppose that the visitor chooses to continue the 

artMovementsNF with the “Thatched Cottages by a Hill” individual. 



 

Image 33: The sixth PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

Subsequently, the exhibition manager updates the artMovementsNF NFI and calculates the possible 

next PSIs. The artMovementsNF NFI can be continued with the transition artworkToArtist using one of 

the artists associated with Impressionism. Additionally the exhibition manager also gives to the visitor 

the option to select the artistToArtist transition using one of the artists associated with Impressionism. 

Suppose that the visitor chooses to continue the artMovementsNF with Paul Cezanne. 

 

Image 34: The seventh PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

Subsequently, the exhibition manager updates the artMovementsNF NFI and calculates the possible 

next PSIs. The artMovementsNF NFI can be continued with the transition artistToArtwork using one of 

Paul Cezanne’s artworks. Suppose that the visitor chooses to continue the artMovementsNF with the 

individual “The Card Players”. The exhibition continues in a similar way. 



 

Image 35: The eighth PSI of the artMovementsNF NFI. 

The final version of the dynamic exhibition, which was described in this section, uses four GPSs, seven 

transitions and three narration functions. By using only these exhibition abstract structure instances, a 

vast amount of possible dynamic exhibition instantiations can be generated depending on the visitors’ 

actions. Unlike the dynamic exhibition of the previous section (Section 6.2.2.2), which used only 

presentation schemata and transitions, the dynamic exhibition of this section, which also uses narration 

functions, offers a global narrative structure. 



7. Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis has proposed a theoretical framework that can be used to develop Semantic Web museums, 

i.e., digital museums that exploit Semantic Web data. The framework supports both static and dynamic 

exhibitions. In its full form, it allows exhibition authors to define generic presentation schemata, 

transitions between schemata, and narration functions. As more of the framework’s facilities are 

exploited, it becomes possible to construct increasingly complex exhibitions with local coherence and a 

global narrative structure by authoring only a few abstract structures. On the other hand, as more 

advanced facilities of the framework are used, the semantics of the abstract structures to be authored 

become more difficult to grasp and the author has less control over the resulting exhibition.   

A prototype implementation of the framework was also developed during this thesis and it was used to 

demonstrate that the framework supports the creation of both static and dynamic exhibitions. A static 

exhibition of Europeana was recreated using the prototype implementation, as well as three versions of 

a dynamic exhibition that uses information from Freebase. 

It would be particularly interesting to carry out experiments with real authors of exhibitions (e.g., 

museum curators) and real visitors in future work. Experiments with real authors could point to 

possible improvements in the framework’s abstract structures and in the algorithms of the exhibition 

manager that uses the abstract structures. Experiments with real visitors may help identify deficiencies 

in the user interface of the prototype implementation or the visitors’ comprehension of exhibition 

narratives. It may also be worth exploring further the possibility of using the framework of this thesis 

in the context of Europeana or knowledge bases like Freebase. 
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